Abstract-In this paper we illustrate the importance of communication for planning in multi-agent system. We consider a grid world domain that consists of obstacles at different locations. Several experiments were performed. Performance analysis with respect to plan size and execution time is also reported.
INTRODUCTION
A multi-agent system (MAS) consists of a network of loosely-coupled computational autonomous agents who can perform actions, they have resources at their disposal and they possess knowledge, capabilities or skills. They are situated in a common environment and they can interact through a set of rules, namely interaction protocol. Such systems are becoming increasingly important as they draw together a number of important trends in modern technology [1] . Multi-agent systems have wide area of application such as e-commerce [2] , supply chain management [3] , robotics and also developing complex games application.
Cooperation refers to distributed and communicated group of agents that share a common interest and work together to achieve a common goal in an environment [4] , [5] .
II. AGENT COMMUNICATION
The information exchange between agents is termed as communication between agents. Communication improves the behavior of agents and discourages any regard to other agent's internal structure.
The communication between agents may be peer to peer, broadcast or mediated. In the recent year there are several techniques evolved for the communication between agents in which Blackboard system, message passing via communication standards like knowledge query manipulation language (KQML) [6] and FIPA-ACL [7] .Although these languages KQML and FIPA-ACL are the most popular agent communication languages in the recent years. But since these languages are wrapper languages and have high level of abstraction they can be extended depending to the need of particular system [8] . Therefore in most of cases either these languages are extended according to need of application or engineers develop communication technique suited for that particular application.
In this paper we used shared variables for agent communication to perform planning in multi-agent system. Here we assume agents are collaborative in nature.
……

III. GRID WORLD DOMAIN
The grid world domain consists of cells. The size of the grid is 6X6]. Cell that are darken in the figure are obstacles. No cell can be occupied by two or more agents simultaneously. These are as follow. MOVE_LEFT, MOVE_RIGHT, MOVE_UP, MOVE_DOWN. On taking the action MOVE_LEFT, agent plans to moves one cell down then the current position. Similarly rests of actions have their effects on agent position in the grid. Here the aim of agent is to move in the grid cell by cell and achieve the goal state. And when all agent achieve their goal state then multi-agent system achieve the goal otherwise it is said to be failure.
IV. RELATED WORK
In this section we briefly report some works in the grid world domain for multi agent planning. A continual planning technique is developed and implemented on the grid world in [9] . Our method is not based on continual planning.
Another work on grid world was Cooperative Multi-Agent System for Solving Packet World Problem in Grid was proposed by [10] . This research aims to prove that using cooperative MAS algorithm will solve packet world problem in minimum number of steps, less time, and decrease network consumption. This will minimize processor and memory utilization. It is an environment consists of multiple agents and packets, whereas they were distributed on different Grid machines .The main goal of this problem is cleaning the environment from packets.
V. A PLANNING APPROACH TO GRID WORLD
DOMAIN
Communication is done using a shared space having shared variable. When an agent takes an action it updates its information in shared space (communication module) and other agent retrieve the information from communication module. The architecture of overall simulation system is shown below. The architecture of system is consisting of following modules. 
A. Grid module
This module is built to design the grid world system on to which multi-agent system is simulated. This grid world is consisting of grid architecture which consists of cell. In which some cells are obstacles.
B. Communication module
It is built for the communication purpose between agents. With the help of communication module agents plan their actions to do. In this communication module agent share the information through the share space Agent interacts indirectly via share space by broadcasting their current state.
C. Agent module:
This module is design to build agent in multi-agent system. This module includes the characteristics, behavior and action of agents.
D. Test driver
It is the driver module of overall system which starts and simulates the entire simulation and demonstrates the communication between agents.
The whole simulation system is simulated through C++ language and using concept of data structure. Every module is a separate class in this program. When communication is not used we follow greedy approach for agent action and there is no planning between agents to achieve goal state.
VI. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS
The purpose of our experiment is to demonstrate the need of communication in multi agent system and then shown the proposed communication model. For this we used the existing grid world domain in which multiple agent are acting together to achieve their goal. All of below experiments that we perform on 2.26 GHz Intel Pentium using 2 GB of its RAM and on windows operating system. Consider each cell of grid as a coordinate starting from 0 to 6 from left to right and top to bottom.
Abbreviations:
IA:-Initial position of agent A. 
A. Single agent system without communication
Let's consider a single agent system in grid world domain having initial state of is (0, 0) and goal state is (5, 5) . By taking available four actions in grid world agent A has to move from initial state to goal state. Scenario of single agent is shown in the figure below. 
Collision
With number of experiments we analyses that for some cases agent collides and system fail to achieve the result. Like if agent are at initial at the position (0,2) and (2,0) respectively and the final state of agent are (4,2) and (2,4) respectively and both agent are taking action simultaneously then at particular time both agent tried to occupy same cell at same instance and collides, due to this they cannot move further hence system got failed. It shows that even for two agent system can be failed to achieve the goal. Hence communication is necessary between agents in multi agent system. Figure show the movement of both agent in the system. Here at cell (2, 2) (represented by black dot) both agent collides in trying to occupy that cell simultaneously.
Figure11. Collision scenario in grid
Deadlock
There may be the possibility of deadlock of system. When one agent got stuck somewhere in the grid and it has no option to take action and cannot achieve the desire state. Though other agent have achieved that state we know that multi agent system (MAS) achieve the goal state when all agent have achieved their own goal state. Like in particular case if initial position of agent A and B are (0,0) and (4, 5) respectively and the goal state of agents are (5,0) and (5,2) respectively. On executing the program Agent A achieve its goal state but Agent B stuck at the cell (5,5) and since it cannot reach goal state the multi agent system will be in deadlock state.
Here in this particular case the Agent A easily achieve its desire goal but for agent B if we look at the grid, agent B has two option of action to take and if it take the action shown in the figure it will stuck at the cell (5, 5) and cannot reach to the goal state. Hence overall MAS will be in deadlock state. Two agent system with communication model
Now considering the same case for which collision occur we uses communication between both agents. The experiment shows that system is now able to achieve the desire goal. travel and it can change path dynamically so the idea of greedy approach does not follow here.
VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper we considered the problem of multi agent planning in the grid world domain. Our experimental results show the improvement in the behavior of the agents using planning with help of communication between them. As part of our future and ongoing work we would like to study similar grid world domains of different sizes and structures.
We would also like to analyze the behavior of several agents in such domains.
